
 
 
 

Miranda Technologies Ltd 

Page Builder and Page Proofer release notes 
V1.06 Released 19 February 08 
 
Features 
1. Data files can now optionally contain the source names as their first row. This means that correct sources can be 

filled independently of their order with the source templates. See the Data Format section in the Preferences 
dialog (feature 2060). 

2. Any unknown XML tags and embedded DVE sequences within source templates are now preserved and saved in 
the output pages. 

 
Bug fixes 
1. Animation, image and clip data sources are now cleared when pages are saved (bug 1577). 
2. Page filenames can now contain accented characters (bug 1791). 
3. Clip selection dialog now shows more video formats and includes audio formats (bug 2135). 
4. Page Builder now preserves the animation loop mode (bug 2501). 

 
V1.05 Released 9 February 07 
 
Features 
1. Animations now show the browse frame that was last used in Intuition Builder when the template was saved 

(feature 1255). 
 
Bug fixes 
1. The default template directory is no longer ignored when loading data files that include the template filename (bug 

1054). 
2. Data sources within command objects are now handled (bug 1251). 
3. Page directories are now created if needed. 
4. Animation, image and clip data sources are now cleared when pages are saved (bug 1577). 
 
V1.04 Released 10 August 06 
 
Features 
1. Full Unicode support to allow left-to-right languages and complex scripts. 
2. Support for video and audio clips. 
3. Fully resizeable window (feature 785). 
4. Option to make all pages from the current data file (feature 788). 
5. Option to export an image with a template (feature 789). 
6. Option to have a template filename specified from the data file (feature 784). 
 
Bug fixes 
1. Implemented the Page Proofer “Delete comment” option when rejecting pages. 
2. Page Builder filenames are now checked to be valid. 
3. Fixed hang when attempt preview on an Intuition that is not connected. 
4. Page Proofer Auto-preview now gets disabled if failed to preview a page. 
 



 
 
V1.02 Released 1 Dec 05 
 
Features 
1. Option to hide undefined fields in the preview. 
 
Bug fixes 
1. Fixed display of international characters in the preview. 
 
V1.01 Released 23 Nov 05 
 
Bug fixes 
1. Page Builder “Save” and “Save & next” options only worked from the toolbar. 
 
V1.00 Released 11 Nov 05 
 
First full release. 


